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Who is your client?
What does good service look like?
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John’s Maxim #1

People don’t sack their friends
John’s Maxim #2

Brownie Points!

Brownie Points buy you the chance to make a mistake

John’s Maxim #3

…are more fun to work with
John’s Maxim #4

Client Management is important but rarely valued
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John Reeve's Summary

Pensions: Expert with wide experience of all aspects of corporate pensions advice and delivery. I pride myself in pragmatic solutions to complex issues and in helping companies come up with the right solution for their business and not the one which is best for me or my Company. Currently working on a number of pensions consulting issues in all areas of Pensions.

premier see change
John’s Maxim #5

…there is no excuse for not knowing your client.

But remember that they will know you as well….

Speaking Their language

• Technical Issues
  • Analytical v Pictures
Speaking Their language

- Technical Issues
  - Analytical v Pictures
- Tell a story
- Pictures and physical demonstrations work
John’s Maxim #6

It might be a complex subject but you can still be entertaining
John’s Maxims

Client Management is important but rarely valued

Brownie points allow you the opportunity to make mistakes

People don’t sack their friends

There is no excuse for not knowing your client

Friends are more fun to work with

Even if it is complex you can still be entertaining

Thank you for your time

John Reeve
Senior Consultant
Office 020 8663 5858
Mobile 07971890440
john.reeve@premiercompanies.co.uk
Expressions of individual views by members of the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries and its staff are encouraged.

The views expressed in this presentation are those of the presenter.